Gothic Bubble Sextant with Detachable Artificial Horizon and Electric Lighting by ,
Practical Application :
It  would seem that the instrument m ay be used for accurate physical, geodetic and 
astronomical measurements of every kind. Its range of usefulness becomes particularly 
evident with the larger magnifications of the telescope. W ith well-defined marks within 
the limits of measurement, appreciably smaller mean errors are obtained than with the 
most accurately graduated circles. In particular, the instrument might possibly be 
advantageously used for scientific research work (for instance, measurement of the 
parallax, position of the stars, temperature coefficients), in common with the purely 
practical measurements.
GOTHIC BUBBLE SEXTANT WITH DETACHABLE ARTIFICIAL HORIZON 
AND ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
constructed b y the firm of H e n r y  H U G H ES & S o n , Ltd., 59, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.3.
This sextant has been specially designed for use as an ordinary sextant for observa­
tions of altitude above the visible horizon, or b y  merely attaching the bubble gear, 
which, in effect, is an artificial horizon, to enable observations to be made when the 
natural horizon is not visible.
The principle of this apparatus has been described in Hydrographic Review, Vol. VI, 
N° 2, November 1929, page 140. More detailed information on the same instrument 
will be found in Hydrographic Review, Vol. X II, N° 1, M ay 1935, page 155. These two 
numbers of the Review describe the apparatus in the compact form provided for air navi­
gation (Booth R .A .F . Sextant Mark V III).
In its composite type, the Gothic sextant has a limb specially designed to be light 
and extrem ely rigid so that it  is not affected in any w ay when the Bubble Horizon is 
secured in place.
The telescopes are of the very  latest type with large fields of view and maximum 
light transmission. A  high-power Prismatic Telescope with large field of view and an 
erect image is supplied for use with the Artificial Horizon. The mirrors are of ample 
size to match the telescopes.
The angles are read b y means of a micrometer head instead of a vernier and magni­
fier so that an angle can be read in a few moments to the nearest ten seconds of arc 
b y  the naked eye.
The mounting on the index arm usually used for the magnifier is utilised to carry 
a small flash lamp bulb which is fed from a dry battery placed inside the handle and 
controlled by a switch on the handle, which is pushed in when the light is required at 
night to read the altitude observed.
The Bubble Attachm ent consists of the bubble system, two mirrors and a collima­
ting lens, the optical parts being so arranged that the rays from the bubble always 
emerge horizontally from the lens whether the sextant be tipped up or down from its 
true position of pointing at the horizon. Thus, the instrument gives as much freedom 
in handling when used with the artificial horizon as when used with the natural horizon, 
and it is not necessary to bring the bubble to  a fixed mark before making coincidence 
with the object observed.
The actual bubble system consists of three chambers, the pump chamber with 
flexible diaphragm operated b y the control screw ; the actual bubble chamber, which is 
connected to the pump chamber ; and the third chamber, connected to the bubble cham­
ber b y  a very small aperture. The pump and bubble chambers should be full of liquid, 
but the third chamber should only contain a little fluid, the remainder of the chamber 
being occupied b y air.
Thus, the air space in the third chamber permits of thermal expansion of the 
liquid without rapid immediate effects on the bubble.
Owing to the three chamber system, a suitable bubble will maintain its size for 
quite a long time.
The bubble is sensitive to  about one minute of arc.
- The bubble should always be returned to the third chamber after use, and the 
attachment removed from the sextant and again secured in its place in the sextant case.
The accessories include the following gear : Limb divided on silver to 140° with 
excess divisions. Double Star Prism. Husun Patent Micrometer Tangent, reading to 
10 seconds.
N O TE. The Double Star Prism is to be used with the natural horizon only.
The apparatus m ay be supplied with the new round hermetically sealed “S ilex” mirrors. 
See Hydrographic Review, Vol. X I, N° 2, November 1934, pages 135 and 137.
The figure facing this page gives details of observations and the errors, apparent or 
real, obtained on board S.S. Cepolis w ith a sextant of this sort.
The fact should naturally be stressed that even an experienced navigator needs some 
practice to  obtain good results regularly with a bubble sextant, and it  is preferable, in 
calculating, to work always with the mean of 5 observations.
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EDWARD ALLEN..
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